August 15, 1967

Rostron Kershaw Company
68 Washington Street
Lowell, Massachusetts 01851

Gentlemen:
I am interested in obtaining a source for new pitman chests built to fit our pipe scales and with units attached if required.

At present we make all of our own pitman chests but pressing delivery schedules demand that we seek outside help.

What type pitman valve do you use? Where is the pouch located? Where is the primary located? Where is the key channel exhausted and where is the pitman channel exhausted? What lumber do you use and what is the price per stop with rack boards supplied pierced only. In short please tell me all about your chests including price and delivery. We have a large instrument going to a church in New York City in February which I am considering subletting chest work for.

Your prompt attention will be very much appreciated.

Cordially yours,

DELTAWA ORGAN COMPANY, Inc.

Robert C. Colby, President

RCC/c